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Abstract. We describe an approach to segmenting foreground regions
corresponding to a group of people into individual humans. Given back-
ground subtraction and ground plane homography, hierarchical part-
template matching is employed to determine a reliable set of human
detection hypotheses, and progressive greedy optimization is performed
to estimate the best configuration of humans under a Bayesian MAP
framework. Then, appearance models and segmentations are simulta-
neously estimated in an iterative sampling-expectation paradigm. Each
human appearance is represented by a nonparametric kernel density es-
timator in a joint spatial-color space and a recursive probability update
scheme is employed for soft segmentation at each iteration. Addition-
ally, an automatic occlusion reasoning method is used to determine the
layered occlusion status between humans. The approach is evaluated on
a number of images and videos, and also applied to human appearance
matching using a symmetric distance measure derived from the Kullback-
Leiber divergence.

1 Introduction

In video surveillance, people often appear in small groups, which yields occlusion
of appearances due to the projection of the 3D world to 2D image space. In order
to track people or to recognize them based on their appearances, it would be
useful to be able to segment the groups into individuals and build their appear-
ance models. The problem is to segment foreground regions from background
subtraction into individual humans.

Previous work on segmentation of groups can be classified into two categories:
detection-based approaches and appearance-based approaches. Detection-based
approaches model humans with 2D or 3D parametric shape models (e.g. rect-
angles, ellipses) and segment foreground regions into humans by fitting these
models. For example, Zhao and Nevatia [1] introduce an MCMC-based opti-
mization approach to human segmentation from foreground blobs. Following
this work, Smith et al. [2] propose a similar trans-dimensional MCMC model
to track multiple humans using particle filters. Later, an EM-based approach is



proposed by Rittscher et al. [3] for foreground blob segmentation. On the other
hand, appearance-based approaches segment foreground regions by representing
human appearances with probabilistic densities and classifying foreground pixels
into individuals based on these densities. For example, Elgammal and Davis [4]
introduce a probabilistic framework for human segmentation assuming a single
video camera. In this approach, appearance models must first be acquired and
used later in segmenting occluded humans. Mittal and Davis [5] deal with the oc-
clusion problem by a multi-view approach using region-based stereo analysis and
Bayesian pixel classification. But this approach needs strong calibration of the
cameras for its stereo reconstruction. Other multi-view-based approaches [6][7][8]
combine evidence from different views by exploiting ground plane homography
information to handle more severe occlusions.

Our goal is to develop an approach to segment and build appearance models
from a single view even if people are occluded in every frame. In this context,
appearance modeling and segmentation are closely related modules. Better ap-
pearance modeling can yield better pixel-wise segmentation while better seg-
mentation can be used to generate better appearance models. This can be seen
as a chicken-and-egg problem, so we solve it by the EM algorithm. Traditional
EM-based segmentation approaches are sensitive to initialization and require
appropriate selection of the number of mixture components. It is well known
that finding a good initialization and choosing a generally reasonable number of
mixtures for the traditional EM algorithm remain difficult problems. In [15], a
sample consensus-based method is proposed for segmenting and tracking small
groups of people using both color and spatial information. In [13], the KDE-EM
approach is introduced by applying the nonparametric kernel density estimation
method in EM-based color clustering. Later in [14], KDE-EM is applied to single
human appearance modeling and segmentation from a video sequence.

We modify KDE-EM and apply it to our problem of foreground human seg-
mentation. First, we represent kernel densities of humans in a joint spatial-color
space instead of density estimation in a pure color space. This can yield more
discriminative appearance models by enforcing spatial constraints on color mod-
els. Second, we update assignment probabilities recursively instead of using a
direct update scheme in KDE-EM; this modification of feature space and up-
date equations results in faster convergence and better segmentation accuracy.
Finally, we propose a general framework for building appearance models from
occluded humans and matching them using full or partial observations.

2 Human Detection

In this section, we briefly introduce our human detection approach (details can
be found in [16]). The detection problem is formulated as a Bayesian MAP
optimization [1]: c! = arg maxc P (c|I), where I denotes the original image,
c = {h1,h2, ...hn} denotes a human configuration (a set of human hypotheses).
{hi = (xi, θi)} denotes an individual hypothesis which consists of foot position xi

and corresponding model parameters θi (which are defined as the indices of part-
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Fig. 1. An example of the human detection process. (a) Adaptive rectangular window,
(b) Foot candidate regions Rfoot (lighter regions), (c) Object-level likelihood map by
hierarchical part-template matching, (d) The initial set of human hypotheses overlaid
on the Canny edge map, (e) Human detection result, (f) Shape segmentation result.

templates). Using Bayes Rule, the posterior probability can be decomposed into

a joint likelihood and a prior as: P (c|I) = P (I|c)P (c)
P (I) ∝ P (I|c)P (c). We assume

a uniform prior, hence the MAP problem reduces to maximizing the joint like-
lihood. The joint likelihood P (I|c) is modeled as a multi-hypothesis, multi-blob
observation likelihood. The multi-blob observation likelihood has been previously
explored in [9][10].

Hierarchical part-template matching is used to determine an initial set of hu-
man hypotheses. Given the (off-line estimated) foot-to-head plane homography
[3], we search for human foot candidate pixels by matching a part-template tree
to edges and binary foreground regions hierarchically and generate the object-
level likelihood map. Local maxima are chosen adaptively from the likelihood
map to determine the initial set of human hypotheses. For efficient implemen-
tation, we perform matching only for pixels in foot candidate regions Rfoot.
Rfoot is defined as: Rfoot = {x|γx ≥ ξ}, where γx denotes the proportion of
foreground pixels in an adaptive rectangular window W (x, (w0, h0)) determined
by the human vertical axis −→v x (estimated from the homography mapping). The
window coverage is efficiently calculated using integral images. Then, a fast and
efficient greedy algorithm is employed for optimization. The algorithm works in
a progressive way as follows: starting with an empty configuration, we iteratively
add a new, locally best hypothesis from the remaining set of possible hypotheses
until the termination condition is satisfied. The iteration is terminated when the
joint likelihood stops increasing or no more hypothesis can be added. Fig. 1
shows an example of the human detection process.



3 Human Segmentation

3.1 Modified KDE-EM Approach

KDE-EM [13] was originally developed for figure-ground segmentation. It uses
nonparametric kernel density estimation [11] for representing feature distribu-
tions of foreground and background. Given a set of sample pixels {xi, i =
1, 2...N} (with a distribution P), each represented by a d-dimensional feature
vector as xi = (xi1, xi2..., xid)t, we can estimate the probability P̂ (y) of a new
pixel y with feature vector y = (y1, y2, ..., yd)t belonging to the same distribution
P as:

p̂(y ∈ P) =
1

Nσ1...σd

N!
i=1

d"
j=1

k(
yj − xij

σj
), (1)

where the same kernel function k(·) is used in each dimension (or channel) with
different bandwidth σj . It is well known that a kernel density estimator can
converge to any complex-shaped density with sufficient samples. Also due to its
nonparametric property, it is a natural choice for representing the complex color
distributions that arise in real images.

We extend the color feature space in KDE-EM to incorporate spatial infor-
mation. This joint spatial-color feature space has been previously explored for
feature space clustering approaches such as [12], [15]. The joint space imposes
spatial constraints on pixel colors hence the resulting density representation is
more discriminative and can tolerate small local deformations. Each pixel is rep-
resented by a feature vector x = (Xt, Ct)t in a 5D space, R5, with 2D spatial co-
ordinates X = (x1, x2)t and 3D normalized rgs color1 coordinates C = (r, g, s)t.
In Equation 1, we assume independence between channels and use a Gaussian
kernel for each channel. The kernel bandwidths are estimated as in [11].

In KDE-EM, the foreground and background assignment probabilities f̂ t(y)
and ĝt(y) are updated directly by weighted kernel densities. We modify this
by updating the assignment probabilities recursively on the previous assignment
probabilities with weighted kernel densities (see Equation 2). This modification
results in faster convergence and better segmentation accuracy, which is quanti-
tatively verified in [17] in terms of pixel-wise segmentation accuracy and number
of iterations needed for foreground/background segmentation.

3.2 Foreground Segmentation Approach

Given a foreground regions Rf from background subtraction and a set of initial
human detection hypotheses (hk, k = 1, 2, ...K), the problem of segmentation
is equivalent to the K-class pixel labeling problem. The label set is denoted as
F1,F2, ...FK . Given a pixel y, we represent the probability of pixel y belonging
to human-k as f̂ t

k(y), where t = 0, 1, 2... is the iteration index. The assignment

probabilities f̂ t
k(y) are constrained to satisfy the condition:

#K
k=1 f̂ t

k(y) = 1.

1 r = R/(R + G + B), g = G/(R + G + B), s = (R + G + B)/3



Algorithm 1 Initialization by Layered Occlusion Model

initialize R0
0(y) = 1 for all y ∈ Rf

for k = 1, 2, ...K − 1
- for all y ∈ Rf

- f̂0
k (y) = R0

k−1(y)e−1/2(Y −Y0,k)tV !1(Y −Y0,k) and R0
k(y) = 1 −

#k
i=1 f̂0

i (y)
endfor

set f̂0
K(y) = R0

K−1(y) for all y ∈ Rf and return f̂0
1 , f̂0

2 , ..., f̂0
K

where Y denotes the spatial coordinates of y, Y0,k denotes the center coordinates of
object k, and V denotes the covariance matrix of the 2D spatial Gaussian distribution.

Layered Occlusion Model. We introduce a layered occlusion model into the
initialization step. Given a hypothesis of an occlusion ordering of detections,
we build a layered occlusion representation iteratively by calculating the fore-
ground probability map f̂0

k for the current layer and its residual probability map
R0

k for pixel y). Suppose the occlusion order (from front to back) is given by
F1,F2, ...FK ; then the initial probability map is calculated recursively from the
front layer to the back layer by assigning 2D anisotropic Gaussian distributions
based on the location and scales of each detection hypothesis.

Occlusion Reasoning. The initial occlusion ordering is determined by sorting
the detection hypotheses by their vertical coordinates and the layered occlusion
model is used to estimate initial assignment probabilities. The occlusion status
is updated at each iteration (after the E − step) by comparing the evidence
of occupancy in the overlap area between different human hypotheses. For two
human hypotheses hi and hj , if they have overlap area Ohi,hj

, we re-estimate

the occlusion ordering between the two as: hi occlude hj if
#

x"Ohi,hj
f̂ t

i (x) >#
x"Ohi,hj

f̂ t
j (x) (i.e. hi better accounts for the pixels in the overlap area than

hj), hj occlude hi otherwise, where f̂ t
i and f̂ t

j are the foreground assignment
probabilities of hi and hj . At each iteration, every pair of hypotheses is compared
in this way if they have a non-empty overlap area. The whole occlusion ordering
is updated by exchanges if and only if an estimated pairwise occlusion ordering
differs from the previous ordering.

4 Partial Human Appearance Matching

Appearance models represented by kernel probability densities can be compared
by information theoretic measures such as the Battacharyya Distance or the
Kullback Leiber Distance for tracking and matching objects in video. Recently,
Yu et al. [18] introduce an approach to construct appearance models from a video
sequence by a key frame method and show robust matching results using a path-
length feature and the Kullback-Leiber distance measure. But this approach only
handles un-occluded cases.



Algorithm 2 Simultaneous Appearance Modeling and Segmentation for Occlu-
sion Handling
Given a set of sample pixels {xi, i = 1, 2...N} from the foreground regions Rf , we
iteratively estimate the assignment probabilities f̂ t

k(y) of a foreground pixel y ∈ Rf

belonging to Fk as follows:
Initialization : Initial probabilities are assigned by the layered occlusion model.
M − Step : (Random Pixel Sampling) We randomly sample a set of pixels (we use
η = 5% of the pixels) from the foreground regions Rf for estimating each foreground
appearances represented by weighted kernel densities.
E − Step : (Soft Probability Update) For each k ∈ {1, 2, ...K}, the assignment proba-
bilities F t

k(y) are recursively updated as follows:

f̂ t
k(y) = cf̂ t−1

k (y)
N!

i=1

f̂ t−1
k (xi)

d"
j=1

k(
yj − xij

σj
), (2)

where N is the number of samples and c is a normalizing constant such that#K
k=1 f̂ t

k(y) = 1.
Segmentation : The iteration is terminated when the average segmentation difference
of two consecutive iterations is below a threshold:

#
k

#
y
|f̂ t

k(y) − f̂ t−1
k (y)|

nK
< ε, (3)

where n is the number of pixels in the foreground regions. Let f̂k(y) denote the final
converged assignment probabilities. Then the final segmentation is determined as: pixel
y belong to human-k, i.e. y ∈ Fk, k = 1, ...K, if k = arg maxk∈{1,...K} f̂k(y).

Suppose two appearance models, a and b are represented as kernel densities
in a joint spatial-color space. Assuming a as the reference model and b as the test
model, the similarity of the two appearances can be measured by the Kullback-
Leiber distance as follows [12][18]:

DKL(p̂b||p̂a) =

$
p̂a(y)log

p̂a(y)

p̂b(y)
dy, (4)

where y denotes a feature vector, and p̂a and p̂b denote kernel pdf functions.
For simplification, the distance is calculated from samples instead of the whole
feature set. We need to compare two kernel pdfs using the same set of samples
in the feature space. Given Na samples xi, i = 1, 2..., Na from the appearance
model a and Nb samples yk, k = 1, 2..., Nb from the appearance model b, the
above equation can be approximated by the following form [18] given sufficient
samples from the two appearances:

DKL(p̂b||p̂a) =
1

Nb

Nb!
k=1

log
p̂b(yk)

p̂a(yk)
, (5)

p̂a(yk) =
1

Na

Na!
i=1

d"
j=1

k(
ykj − xij

σj
), p̂b(yk) =

1

Nb

Nb!
i=1

d"
j=1

k(
ykj − yij

σj
). (6)
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Fig. 2. Examples of the detection and segmentation process with corresponding con-
vergence graphs. The vertical axis of the convergence graph shows the absolute seg-
mentation difference between two consecutive iterations given by Equation 3.

Since we sample test pixels only from the appearance model b, p̂b is evaluated
by its own samples and p̂b is guaranteed to be equal or larger than p̂a for any
samples yk. This ensures that the distance DKL(p̂b||p̂a) ≥ 0, where the equal-
ity holds if and only if two density models are identical. The Kullback-Leiber
distance is a non-symmetric measure in that DKL(p̂b||p̂a) %= DKL(p̂a||p̂b). For
obtaining a symmetric similarity measure between the two appearance mod-
els, we define the distance of the two appearances as follows: Dist(p̂b, p̂a) =
min(DKL(p̂b||p̂a),DKL(p̂a||p̂b)). It is reasonable to choose the minimum as the
distance measure since it can preserve the balance between (full-full), (full-
partial), (partial-partial) appearance matching, while the symmetrized distance
DKL(p̂b||p̂a) + DKL(p̂a||p̂b)) would only be effective for (full-full) appearance
matching and does not compensate for occlusion.



Fig. 3. Experiments on different degrees of occlusion between two people.

5 Experimental Results and Analysis

Fig. 2 shows examples of the human segmentation process for small human
groups. The results show that our approach can generate accurate pixel-wise
segmentation of foreground regions when people are in standing or walking poses.
Also, the convergence graphs show that our segmentation algorithm converges
to a stable solution in less than 10 iterations and gives accurate segmentation
of foreground regions for images with discriminating color structures of different
humans. The cases of falling into local minimum with inaccurate segmentation
is mostly due to the color ambiguity between different foreground objects or
misclassification of shadows as foreground. Some inaccurate segmentation results
can be found in human heads and feet in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, and can be reduced
by incorporating human pose models as in [17].

We also evaluated the segmentation performance with respect to the degree
of occlusion. Fig. 3 shows the segmentation results given images with vary-
ing degrees of occlusion when two people walk across each other in an indoor
environment. Note that the degree of occlusion does not significantly affect the
segmentation accuracy as long as reasonably accurate detections can be achieved.

Finally, we quantitatively evaluate our segmentation and appearance model-
ing approach to appearance matching under occlusion. We choose three frames
from a test video sequence (containing two people in the scene) and perform
segmentation for each of them. Then, the generated segmentations are used
to estimate partial or full human appearance models as shown in Fig. 4. We
evaluate the two-way Kullback-Leiber distances and the symmetric distance for
each pair of appearances and represent them as affinity matrices shown in Fig.
4. The elements of the affinity matrices quantitatively reflect the accuracy of
matching. We also conducted matching experiments using different spatial-color
space combinations, 3D (r, g, s) color space, 4D (x, r, g, s) space, 4D (y, r, g, s)
space, and 5D (x, y, r, g, s) space. The affinity matrices show that 3D (r, g, s)
color space and 4D (y, r, g, s) space produce much better matching results than
the other two. This is because color variation is more sensitive in the horizon-
tal direction than in the vertical direction. The color-only feature space obtains
good matching performance for this example because the color distributions are



Fig. 4. Experiments on appearance matching. Top: appearance models used for match-
ing experiments, Middle: two-way Kullback-Leiber distances, Bottom: symmetric dis-
tances.

significantly different between appearances 1 and 2. But, in reality, there are
often cases in which two different appearances have similar color distributions
with completely different spatial layouts. On the other hand, 4D (y, r, g, s) joint
spatial-color feature space (color distribution as a function of the normalized
human height) enforces spatial constraints on color distributions, hence it has
much more discriminative power.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a two stage foreground segmentation approach by combining hu-
man detection and iterative foreground segmentation. The KDE-EM framework
is modified and applied to segmentation of groups into individuals. The advan-
tage of the proposed approach lies in simultaneously segmenting people and
building appearance models. This is useful when matching and recognizing peo-
ple when only occluded frames can be used for training. Our future work includes
the application of the proposed approach to human tracking and recognition
across cameras.
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